GLOBAL/LOCAL BACKGROUND

There has been a recent growth in initiatives at the university and NGO level that are linking global health programs with campus community engagement and community public health efforts. Most are calling themselves “global/local” or “global to local” or “glocal” programs.

These programs acknowledge the value of bidirectional learning and focus on social justice and community-based strategies that are applicable both domestically and internationally.

However, global/local education is undertheorized and universities struggle to make the global/local link without a conceptual framework to guide them in this pursuit.

OUTCOMES

Definition of global/local:

“Global/local engages communities, especially vulnerable communities, in the identification of health needs and in the application of a global, interdisciplinary perspective and understanding of transnational health issues, determinants and solutions.”

Proposed list of global/local program elements:

1. Community Engagement
2. Global Frameworks/Local Solutions and Transferable Skills
3. Focus on Social Justice and Health Care Disparities
4. Bi-Directional Learning
5. Experiential/Clinical Learning
6. Interprofessional Approach
7. Reflective Component

Global/local, glocal, global health education should be:

- Addressing challenges that transcend national boundaries (e.g. Zika, Ebola)
- Understanding global root causes and impacts of a health condition or risk factor (e.g. malnutrition)
- Focusing on interdependent communities and the promise of scale up or diffusion of innovation (e.g. remote diabetes management via cell phone)
- Teaching ability to identify and adjust to different contexts (e.g. cross-cultural effectiveness)
- Learning comparatively across local and international sites that share similar culture, health challenges, or program strategies (e.g. immigrant health)
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